
Lab 5: Buffer overflow exploits

Objectives

• to become more familiar with the stack discipline under the x86 architecture

• to understand how buffer overflow errors can lead to security violations

• to become familiar with an example of debugger software

Overview
One of the most common security flaws in programs is thebuffer overflow error, in which a program carelessly

allows a user to write beyond the end of an array, into space used by the program for other purposes. A user can
exploit such a bug by altering memory in ways unanticipated by the programmer; if the user exploits it right, the
user can trick the software into doing things it was never written to do.

The most famous buffer overflow error is undoubtedly theGreat Internet Worm. A worm is a program that
spreads itself to other computers. The Great Internet Worm spread using a buffer overflow error related to a service
on Unix computers calledfinger, which allows other computers to ask who is logged on that computer. (For example,
“ finger @sun1 ” lists everybody logged in onsun1 .) To support this, Unix computers continuously run a
program called thefinger daemonthat waits for requests to handle. Unfortunately, early versions of the daemon
had a buffer overflow bug in reading requests, which could be exploited to send foreign code to a computer for
execution. Somebody exploited this bug on November 2, 1988, and the exploit tricked it to execute code that would
send the same request to finger daemons on other computers (which would send that same request to others,. . . ).
The number of computers executing this code ballooned, effectively shutting down the Internet for 20 hours.

But buffer overflow errors are not ancient history. A more recent example comes from mid-August 2003, when
the Blaster Worm exploited a buffer overflow error in Windows 2000 and Windows XP.

Note: Creating worms is both illegal and immoral. This lab’s purpose is not to teach you how to write worms;
it is for you to understand how computers work with subroutines, and it emphasizes the pitfalls of allowing a user to
write beyond the end of an array.

Understanding the code you’ll attack
Before we begin, we first need to understand how to inspect a program while it runs using the program called

ddd. As you work through the following steps, think carefully about what is happening, and ask questions about
anything that confuses you. Though there is no assigned work in this section, the steps are crucial to preparing files
for the assignment and for understanding how to complete the assigned problems at the end of the assignment.

1. Connect tochomas as in the previous lab: Execute “xhost +chomas ”, and then “ssh chomas ”.

2. Run “getcs 210 5 ”. The getcscommand should fetch a file of C code,attack.c . The code in
attack.c , also listed in Figure 5.1, uses three simple C functions that we haven’t seen before.

void puts(char *buf)
Displays the string to whichbuf points, followed by a newline.

void gets(char *buf)
Reads a full line from the user (terminated by a newline (ASCII 10(10)) and places the string into the
array wherebuf points.

void exit(int code)
Immediately terminates the program, with exit codecode .
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#include <stdio.h>
#include <unistd.h>

int part_num;

void wrong_func() {
char buf[12];

puts("Password?");
gets(buf);

}

void right_func() {
printf("You’ve passed Part %d!\n", part_num);
exit(0);

}

int main() {
part_num = 1;
wrong_func();
puts("Wrong answer.");
return 0;

}

Figure 5.1: The code to attack.

3. Compile the program with the command “gcc -g -O2 -o attack attack.c ”. This command gives
three arguments togcc: The “-g ” flag tellsgccto include in the executable file information about the original
source, which is useful for debugging (theg stands fordebuG). The “-O2 ” flag tells gcc to use optimization
level 2. And the “-o ” flag tellsgcchow to name the executable file (in this case,attack ).

When you rungcc, it will print a warning message like the following.

/tmp/ccupZ60j.o(.text+0x17): In function ‘wrong_func’:
/usr/people/faculty/cs/cburch/CS210/Lab5/attack.c:10: the ‘gets’
function is dangerous and should not be used.

This is referring to the fact that thegets function has no way of knowing how big the buffer given it is,
and if the line it reads is too long it may write into the buffer beyond the actual extent of the array. Thus, a
program usinggets will have a buffer overflow error. Don’t let this bother you: In fact, for this lab, this error
is exactly the one we’ll be exploiting.

4. See how the program works by executing “./attack ” and then typing “friend” as your password. Verify
that its behavior matches the code of Figure 5.1. (The program contains some extraneous code that seems
pointless. Later in this lab, you’ll trick the program into executing this code.)

Understanding the debugger
A debugger is a piece of software allowing a programmer to examine a program as it executes. We’ll use the

debuggerddd, a GUI debugger for programs compiled bygcc. In this section, we’ll learn the basics of using it.
Again, though these steps do not require any work from you, you need to think through them carefully to become
prepared for the later parts of the lab.

Setting up the program

1. To startddd, type “ddd -display sun X:0.0 attack & ” while logged intochomas , wheresun X is
the name of the computer you’re using. (Its name is printed on the front of the computer case.)
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2. In ddd, first go to the View menu and select the Data Window and then the Machine Code Window. Theddd’s
main window now will include four parts, which we’ll call thedata pane, thesource pane, themachine code
pane, and theconsole pane. We’ll call the nested window (with a “Run” button at the top) thetoolbox.

The console pane (at the bottom of the window) gives a command-line interface to the debugger. In fact, this
console is showing the input and output togdb, which is the actual debugger. Theddd program is simply a
graphical interface togdb, and as you interact withddd, you will see that the program enters commands into
gdbto determine the results.

3. Notice that the machine code pane lists the assembly code corresponding to themain function, along with
the specific memory addresses where each individual instruction occurs. You can change which function is
displayed here by double-clicking on the function name in the C source code. Try this withwrong func .

4. Now open the registers window by choosing Registers. . . from the Status window. Move this window to the
side; do not close it.

5. Run the program by clicking the Run button inddd’s toolbox. The program will run in the console pane. As
before, type “friend” as your password, and the program will complete normally.

Using breakpoints and inspecting memory

1. We’ll now add abreakpoint to tell dddto pause the program once it reaches a particular point in its execution.
Suppose, for example, that we want the program to pause just before it prints the “Password?” prompt.
Right-click on the beginning of that line (“puts("Password?"); ”), and choose Set Breakpoint. A little
stop-sign will appear, indicating the location of the breakpoint.

2. Run the program again (using the toolbox’s Run button). The program will stop once it reaches the breakpoint.
(In this case, the computer reaches the breakpoint occur beforeattackprints anything in the console.) Notice
that there is a green arrow pointing to where the program is currently in the program (in both the C code and
the disassembled machine code). Notice, also, that the Registers window contains the current register values.

3. At this point, you can tellddd to execute the current line of the program by clicking the toolbox’s Next button.
When you do this,dddwill continue running the program until it reaches the next line of the C code. You will
see that during this time,attackprints “Password?” in the console pane.

4. In addition to viewing register contents, you can also view memory contents by selecting Memory. . . from the
Data menu. This will bring up a window titled “Examine Memory.”

Edit the Examine Memory window to say “Examine 48 hex bytes frombuf ”. Then click the Display button.
A subwindow will appear in the data pane at the top ofddd’s main window. This subwindow shows the 48
bytes starting at the beginning of thebuf array. (Thebuf array is only 12 bytes long; the additional bytes are
the bytes that lie belowbuf in the stack.) You can close the Examine Memory window.

5. Now click Next, and type “abcd” as your password into the console pane. When you type Enter, thegets
function will place this into thebuf array, which is located on the stack. You will see this change in the
displayed stack in the data pane, where you will see “0x61 0x62 0x63 0x64” (the ASCII values, respectively,
for a, b, c, andd).

6. Determine the memory address to wherewrong func should return by viewing the machine code for the
main function. (Remember, you can double-clickmain in the source code pane to see this.)

Find this memory address in the stack; it should be there because it would have been pushed there by thecall
wrong func instruction. The memory address in the stack, though, will have the bytes in reverse order. This is
because the Intel processor chooses to store long numbers with the lowest-order byte first. Thus, the processor
stores the 32-bit number 0x12345678 in memory with the first byte being 0x78, the next being 0x56, the next
being 0x34, and the last being 0x12.
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A A simple buffer overflow exploit
Now that we understand theattackprogram we’re using, and we understand how to use the debugger, we can

exploit the buffer overflow bug inattack. Determine what input the user might give to the program so that the
computer execute theright func function.

If you look at the source code toattack (Figure 5.1, you’ll see that the programnevercalls right func .
Nonetheless, you can take advantage of the buffer overflow error to modify the stack so that whenwrong func
returns, it goes to the first instruction ofright func instead of the instruction followingcall wrong func.

The input to the program will be a peculiar binary string, not something you can type on a keyboard. To do
this, you’ll want to create a file using ahex editor calledKHexEdit, which allows you to edit the binary contents
of a file. To startKHexEdit, type “khexedit -display sun X:0.0 & ” while on chomas . You can begin a
new file using the New command in the File menu, and you can then enter the hexadecimal contents of the file in
the window. Save your file under the name “input1 ” in your CS210/Lab5 directory. (Remember thatgets will
continue reading bytes until it sees a newline (ASCII 10(10)).)

To verify thatattackworks properly, you can type “./attack < input1 ” at the Unix prompt. If you want
to run the program within the debugger, you can type “run < input1 ” at the “(gdb)” prompt in the console pane.
If your answer is correct, the program should print “You’ve passed Part 1!”

B A complex buffer overflow exploit
A shortcoming of the attack in Part A is that it only works when we want to execute code that already exists

within the program. What if we want to trick the program into performing instructions that don’t appear in the
program? Suppose, for example, that we want to trick the program into printing “You’ve passed Part 2!” This is a
matter of executing code to alter thepart num global variable to 2 before enteringright func — but none of
the program says to do this.

One technique doing this is to create an input that places code onto the stack. At the same time, you would trick
the program into executing that code, using the technique you used in Part A.

Your input to the program will need to include the machine code for the instructions you want to execute. The
following table is helpful for understanding how to translate themovl, pushl, andret instructions (which is what
that you need for this problem).

assembly code machine code
movl $13, (0x12345678) c7 05 78 56 34 120d 00 00 00

The first underlined portion corresponds to the memory address where to store the data, and the
second underlined portion corresponds to the number to place there.

pushl $13 68 0d 00 00 00
ret c3

It would be tempting to use ajmp or call instruction in your code to go directly to theright func label. However,
the Intel x86 machine code requires you to encode these instructions using the distance to go — which means that
you would need to compute the distance from thejmp instruction appearing in the stack to theright func subroutine,
which is a bit complicated. It’s easier to push the address to where you want to jump onto the stack, and then to
execute theret instruction (which, of course, pops that address off the stack and jumps to that location).

Your solution will depend very much on the location of the stack in memory, which unfortunately changes
slightly each time the program runs. Thus, you’ll need to run until you hit the breakpoint, then look at which
memory address the buffer begins, and then edit the input file before continuing to the next line. You will need to
change the input file each time you rungcc.

Save your input in the fileinput2 in the CS210/Lab5 directory.

Your lab report
In addition to its introduction and conclusion, your lab report should write the hexadecimal inputs accomplishing

the tasks of Parts A and B, as well as an English paragraph for each explaining in your own words how it works.
Also, run “handincs 210 5 ” to submit your solutions electronically.


